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We present conductance-matrix measurements in long, three-terminal hybrid superconductor-semiconductor
nanowires, and compare with theoretical predictions of a magnetic-field-driven, topological quantum phase
transition. By examining the nonlocal conductance, we identify the closure of the excitation gap in the bulk
of the semiconductor before the emergence of zero-bias peaks, ruling out spurious gap-closure signatures from
localized states. We observe that after the gap closes, nonlocal signals and zero-bias peaks fluctuate strongly at
both ends, inconsistent with a simple picture of clean topological superconductivity.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.103.235201
I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid superconductor-semiconductor nanowires are predicted to undergo a field-induced phase transition from a
trivial to a topological superconductor, marked by the closure and reopening of the bulk excitation gap, followed by
the emergence of Majorana bound states at the nanowire
ends [1–3]. Many local density-of-states measurements have
reported signatures of Majorana bound states [4], however,
this interpretation has been challenged by alternative explanations. A prominent explanation considered in the literature is
the emergence of zero-bias peaks before the closure of the induced gap due to smooth confining potentials at the nanowire
ends [5–12], and several experiments have found evidence of
these effects [13–15]. Since such signatures are expected before the closure of the bulk gap, positively identifying the gap
closure is central to reliably identifying topological Majorana
zero modes.
The closure of the gap has been studied using tunnelingconductance measurements [16–20], which by design probe
the gap locally at the nanowire ends. This approach has given
varying evidence on the closure and reopening the gap, with
possible theoretical explanations such as weak coupling of
bulk states to end probes [21,22], finite-size effects [23],
contributions from intrinsic Andreev bound states [24], or
contributions from end-localized Andreev bound states [6,7].
More recently, arrays of tunnel probes have been used to gain
spatial information on the gap closure [25], while the role
of local bound states at the tunnel probe remains an open
question.
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Reference [26] proposes using the nonlocal conductance as
a noninvasive probe of the bulk gap. In particular, one expects
that a nonlocal Andreev rectification should generically occur
when the bulk gap closes, and that this cannot be mimicked by
trivial, localized bound states. In previous work, we performed
conductance-matrix measurements on nanowires grown by
chemical beam epitaxy, observing sharp bound states that
emerged without a gap-closure signature, consistent with the
presence of spatially localized Andreev bound states [27,28].
Here, we report measurements on a different set of materials grown by molecular beam epitaxy. We observe field-driven
nonlocal Andreev rectification, unambiguously signaling the
closure of the bulk excitation gap. We find that the gap generically closes prior to the emergence of zero-bias peaks, which
is inconsistent with quasi-Majorana scenarios where zero-bias
peaks occur due to end states with a trivially gapped bulk.
We do not find evidence of the gap reopening, suggesting the
relevance of disorder in the nanowire bulk [8,29].
Over narrow regions of gate voltage, we identify end-toend correlated zero-bias peaks, explicitly demonstrating that
such features occur in the absence of an observable excitation
gap. This work demonstrates the use of nonlocal conductance
to separate out the contribution between bulk and trivial end
features in Majorana wires, and indicates a need for further
improvement of bulk material properties in order to firmly
establish the existence of Majorana modes.
II. DEVICE AND MEASUREMENT SETUP

We investigate long, three-terminal superconductorsemiconductor hybrid devices shown in Fig. 1(a). InAs
nanowires are grown by molecular beam epitaxy with
the selective area growth (SAG) method [30–32]. The
field-effect mobility of those nanowires without aluminum
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the measurement setup (outer) with a
false-color scanning electron microscope image of the device (inner).
Plunger gate Vp , tunnel barrier gates Vgl , Vgr , bias voltages VL , VR ,
and measured currents IL , IR are labeled. Line interruptions indicate
the in-line filtering of the measurement setup. Direction of applied
magnetic field B is indicated by the white arrow. Bias spectroscopy
at B = 0 for the full conductance matrix: (b) gLL , (c) gRR , (d) gRL ,
and (e) gLR . Dashed lines are a guide to the eye at ±0.235 mV.

is ∼1500 cm2 /(Vs), similar to vertically grown Al/InAs
nanowires which have been studied extensively in other
work [18,33]. A 9-nm layer of Al is epitaxially deposited
directionally on only one side of the nanowire in situ to
promote a transparent interface between the superconductor
and the semiconductor [34,35]. Following growth, Al is
selectively removed from the ends of the wire and the
substrate, forming a superconducting terminal which extends
from the nanowire to the bond pad. A Ti/Au Ohmic contact
is deposited at each end of the wire. Following a global HfOx
dielectric deposition, electrostatic Ti/Au gates are deposited.
The hybrid segment is ∼1 μm long for the data presented
in the main text; data for a ∼2 μm long device, yielding
similar results, is presented in Appendix D. The samples were
measured in a dilution refrigerator with base temperature
T ∼ 50 mK. The resistance of the dilution refrigerator lines is
∼1.8 k and typical contact resistance for the SAG devices
is 0.5–1 k.
As indicated in Fig. 1(a), the superconducting Al lead
is grounded during all measurements. Electrostatic gates Vgl
and Vgr are adjusted to form tunnel barriers between the
nanowire and the normal-conducting leads. The tunnel-barrier
resistances are tuned to be much larger than the combined re-

sistances of filters, contacts, and amplifier inputs. This tuning
ensures that voltage-divider effects are small (see Appendix C
for more details); no voltage-divider effects are numerically
corrected after the measurement.
A plunger gate Vp is used to tune the chemical potential in the nanowire. The left (right) normal lead is biased
with voltage VL (VR ) while measuring both currents IL and
IR [27]. Lock-in amplifiers are used to measure local differential conductance on the left gLL = dIL /dVL and right
gRR = dIR /dVR , as well as the differential nonlocal conductance gLR = dIL /dVR and gRL = dIR /dVL . The setup allows
the 2×2 conductance matrix


gLL gLR
(1)
g=
gRL gRR
to be measured. We emphasize that in this work nonlocal
conductance refers simply to off-diagonal terms in this matrix,
and is not a statement about nonlocality of Majorana modes.
Traces are acquired by sweeping VL with VR grounded, and
then by sweeping VR with VL grounded. Voltage offsets are
corrected for by both measuring DC currents and also making sure symmetric features like zero-field coherence peaks
appear at the same bias values. A constant voltage offset is
assumed for two-dimensional scans.
An example of the bias dependence of g at zero magnetic field is shown in Figs. 1(b)–1(e). In this instance,
local conductance measurements on the left and right sides
are qualitatively different [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. Both local
measurements have suppressed conductance at low bias and
exhibit a pair of peaks near VL,R ∼ ±0.24 mV (dashed vertical line), consistent with coherence peaks originating from
the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) density of states in
the hybrid wire. However, only gLL exhibits an additional
pair of peaks at lower bias voltage. The additional peaks in
gLL indicate an Andreev bound state on the left side of the
device, which is common in superconductor-semiconductor
nanowires [16,18], and can generate false-positive Majorana
signatures [5–9,11,12].
In contrast to the local conductance, the two nonlocal conductances are qualitatively similar to each other [Figs. 1(d)
and 1(e)]. Both nonlocal conductances are negligibly small
at low bias, consistent with the presence of an induced gap
in the nanowire. As bias is increased from zero, nonlocal
conductance dramatically increases once a threshold bias is
reached, characteristic of the presence of spatially extended
modes above an induced gap. The nonlocal conductance eventually reaches a peak, which roughly aligns with peaks in the
local conductance, confirming the identification of an induced
gap ind ∼ 0.24 meV. At an even higher bias, the nonlocal
conductance becomes negligibly small as expected due to
the absorption of quasiparticles in the superconducting lead
above the bulk Al gap Al [26]. The disappearance of nonlocal conductance at Al occurs close to the peak in nonlocal
conductance at ind , suggesting ind ∼ Al , as expected for
a transparent, epitaxially matched Al/InAs interface [34–37].
The observed antisymmetric structure of the nonlocal conductance is in theory due to a combination of direct electron
transfer and crossed Andreev reflection, and is consistent with
numerical simulations including disorder effects [26].
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FIG. 2. Local conductances (a) gLL and (b) gRR measured as a
function of bias voltage and magnetic field B, with line cuts at B =
0.62 and 0.81 T shown in the bottom panels. Nonlocal conductances
(c) gRL and (d) gLR with nonlocal slope S shown in right panel. S
was numerically computed over the bias window illustrated by the
colored bar in (c) and (d). For comparison, SLR from (c) (orange) is
overlaid in (d). Data are taken at Vp = −1.35 V.

Unlike the local measurement, the nonlocal signal does not
show signatures of the subgap Andreev bound state. This is
consistent with the expectation that nonlocal conductance is
insensitive to the complicating effects of localized Andreev
bound states for devices longer than the induced superconducting coherence length [26]. Motivated by the observed
insensitivity to localized states, we now explore nonlocal conductance near the putative topological phase transition, where
the role of localized bound states before the closure of the gap
is an unsettled topic.
III. MAGNETIC-FIELD DEPENDENCE OF THE FULL
CONDUCTANCE MATRIX

In Fig. 2 the full conductance-matrix data are presented
as a function of magnetic field B applied parallel to the
nanowire. The tunnel barrier and plunger gate voltages were
tuned at finite B to exhibit zero-bias peaks in both local
conductances. Subsequently, the tunnel barrier gate voltages
were held constant and the magnetic field and the plunger
gate were swept. Both local conductances are suppressed at
low bias at B = 0 T [main panels in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)],
and the size of the gap decreases with increasing magnetic
field, eventually vanishing for B ∼ 0.4 T. At a higher magnetic field, zero-bias peaks in the local conductance emerge
on both sides of the device, which has never been reported

in long superconductor-semiconductor nanowires to the best
of our knowledge [bottom panels of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)].
Zero-bias peaks in the local conductance at both ends of a
device are a long-sought signature of Majorana bound states,
which motivates further scrutiny of these features by nonlocal
measurements.
In the nonlocal conductance, the gapped region around
zero bias narrows as B is increased [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)].
For sufficiently large magnetic fields (B  0.4 T), the nonlocal conductance becomes finite around zero applied bias,
and is a predominantly odd function of bias, which is the
Andreev rectifier gap-closure signature proposed by Ref. [26].
Our observation of the closure of the induced gap before
the emergence of zero-bias peaks is inconsistent with a
well-studied scenario involving quasi-Majorana modes that
predicts the emergence of zero-bias peaks before the closure
of the gap [5–9,26].
Upon further increase of the magnetic field, nonlocal conductance is suppressed at low bias for B  0.8 T (B  0.6 T)
for the left (right) side. As previously mentioned, the nonlocal
signal is also suppressed when the bias exceeds Al . The bias
at which the signal is suppressed decreases with increasing
B and, at B  1.2 T, the nonlocal signal mostly vanishes.
This behavior is consistent with decreasing Al (B), for higher
magnetic fields.
To further quantify the behavior of the nonlocal conductance at low bias, we introduce the nonlocal slope S ≡ Sab ,
2
given by Sab = ddVI2a |Vb =0 , for a = L, R and b = R, L. S is a
b
metric for the strength of nonlocal conductance, which takes
into account the predominantly antisymmetric behavior of
the nonlocal conductance in bias, giving gab ≈ SabVb at low
bias. To extract S, numerical derivatives are computed from a
polynomial fit over a bias window of ±61 μV centered around
zero bias (see Appendix B).
The right-side panels in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) show SRL and
SLR , numerically extracted from the nonlocal conductances
(see Appendix B). For small magnetic fields, S is zero, consistent with the previous qualitative observation that the nonlocal
conductance is gapped at low field. S smoothly increases near
B ∼ 0.35 T, initially exhibiting similar behavior on both sides
of the device [Fig. 2(d)]. The appearance of gapless nonlocal
conductance at a single characteristic field confirms the earlier
interpretation of a closure in the induced gap in the entire
hybrid wire.
Interestingly, S changes nonmonotonically with B. SRL is
small over the interval (0.8 T, 1.2 T), whereas SLR is small
over the interval (0.6 T, 0.8 T). Thus, although the induced
gap in the nanowire closes at a single characteristic field, S
fluctuates unevenly on both sides of the device at large fields
and remains sizable on at least one side when zero-bias peaks
emerge [Fig. 4(d) right panel].
It is interesting to note that the nonlocal conductances
gLR and gRL differ strongly at large magnetic fields. In short
devices it was previously found that gLR ∼ gRL even for
large magnetic fields, indicating spatially homogeneous BCS
charge [27]. Following the same interpretation in the current
device, the difference between gLR and gRL indicates a spatial
inhomogeneity of the BCS charge, perhaps attributable to the
longer device length or increased disorder [38].
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FIG. 3. Local conductances (a) gLL and (b) gRR measured as a
function of bias voltage and plunger gate, with line cuts at Vp =
−1.35 V shown in the bottom panels. Nonlocal conductances (c) gRL
and (d) gLR with nonlocal slope S shown in right panel. S was numerically computed over the bias window illustrated by the colored
bar in (c) and (d). For comparison, SRL from (c) (orange) is overlaid
in (d). Data taken at B = 0.7 T.
IV. GATE-VOLTAGE DEPENDENCE OF THE FULL
CONDUCTANCE MATRIX

The gate-voltage dependence of the zero-bias peaks and
nonlocal conductance provides further information on the origin of these features. Figure 3 shows full conductance-matrix
measurements as a function of plunger gate voltage. The scan
was acquired by setting the magnetic field to 0.7 T, which
is slightly lower than the value at which zero-bias peaks
emerge in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) [line cuts in the bottom panel
in Figs. 3(a)nd 3(b)], and then sweeping the plunger gate. In
Fig. 3(a), we see the state on the left side crosses through
zero bias, which is not expected for a Majorana bound state.
The state on the right side of the wire, however, remains
robust to voltage changes of over 100 mV [Fig. 3(b)]. The
overall dependence of the left and right zero-bias peaks on
gate voltage is qualitatively different, which is not consistent
with a pair of Majorana bound states in a clean topological
superconductor.
Throughout the gate-voltage sweep, the nonlocal conductance fluctuates strongly, changing sign several times
while remaining predominantly antisymmetric in bias voltage [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. There is no apparent correlation
between sign changes in the nonlocal conductance on either
side. Further, the low-bias nonlocal response persists even in
the absence of zero-bias peaks. Changing the plunger-gate by
several volts does not remove the nonlocal conductance (see

FIG. 4. Local conductances (a) gLL and (b) gRR measured as a
function of magnetic field and bias voltage with Vp = −1.2 V. Line
cuts taken at B = 0.32 and 0.64 T and the bottom panels, and nonlocal conductance amplitude S in the right panels. Local conductances
(c) gLL and (d) gRR measured as a function of gate voltage and bias
voltage with B = 0.7 T. Line cuts taken at Vp = 1.21 V on the bottom panels, and nonlocal slope S on the right panels. For comparison,
SRL from (c) (orange) is overlaid in (d).

Sec. VI), indicating that the presence of spatially extended
modes is more robust than zero-bias peaks.
Summarizing, the data in Figs. 2 and 3 are characterized by
the generic emergence of fluctuating, low-bias nonlocal conductance above a characteristic field, and zero-bias peaks that
are not end-to-end correlated. The experimentally identified
apparent gapless regime would be consistent with theoretical
explanations where a gap exists but is immeasurably small,
or where the characteristic length scales for subgap states
exceed the device sizes we have studied (1–2 μm). These
observations do not fit neatly within a known picture of a clean
topological superconductor since the uncorrelated behavior of
zero-bias peaks and lack of a gap reopening is inconsistent
with a pair of Majorana bound states at the ends of the wire,
however, theoretical studies including disorder have suggested
that gapless high-field behavior can emerge [26,29].
V. FULL CONDUCTANCE MATRIX WITH ZERO-BIAS
PEAKS ON BOTH SIDES

Figure 4 shows a different data set, taken over a nearby
plunger region but with different tunnel-barrier voltages. As
magnetic field is increased, the gap in the local conductance
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VI. ROBUST BEHAVIOR OF THE GAPPED
AND GAPLESS REGIMES

(a)
B = 0.2 T

(b)
B = 0.5 T

(c)
B = 0.8 T

FIG. 5. Nonlocal conductances gRL and gLR measured as a function of bias voltage and plunger gate VP taken at B = 0.2 T for (a),
B = 0.5 T for (b), and B = 0.8 T for (c). The nonlocal slope S is
shown in the right panel.

The preceding sections have shown that a regime with
low-bias nonlocal conductance extends over large ranges of
magnetic field and several hundreds of millivolts in gate voltage, persisting even when zero-bias peaks are absent. The
robustness of this regime is further demonstrated in Fig. 5,
where nonlocal conductance is plotted as a function of Vp
and VL,R at three different magnetic fields. The plunger gate
voltage Vp is varied over its full range, limited by undesired increases (decreases) to the tunnel couplings at positive
(negative) Vp due to cross coupling. At small fields, nonlocal conductance is only observed above a characteristic bias
scale, which we operationally identify as the induced gap
[Fig. 5(a)]. At higher field the nonlocal response is observed
for low biases, although the sign and magnitude fluctuates
strongly [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)]. The nonlocal response persists
for the entire range of several volts in plunger-gate voltage,
which greatly exceeds the range over which zero-bias peaks
are stable (cf. Fig. 4). Thus, low-bias nonlocal response is a
large-scale feature of the data set, and is substantially more
robust than zero-bias peaks.
Figure 6 shows the local conductances for the same magnetic fields and plunger range. At B = 0.2 T, sub-gap features
showing up only in one local conductance [Fig. 6(a)] are not
present in the nonlocal conductance [Fig. 5(a)], consistent
with the expectation that nonlocal conductance is insensitive
to low-energy localized states when the rest of the wire is still
trivially gapped. At higher magnetic fields there is a dense
structure of low-bias peaks [Figs. 6(b) and 6(c)], with no
obvious correlation to the nonlocal data.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

is suppressed, and zero-bias peaks emerge on both sides of
the device for an extended range in magnetic fields [Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b), line cuts in bottom panels]. The nonlocal slope S increases before the zero-bias peaks emerge, remaining sizable
for large magnetic fields, qualitatively similar to the data set
in Fig. 2.
Figures 4(c) and 4(d) present plunger-gate scans taken at
B = 0.7 T, which is slightly after the emergence of zero-bias
peaks in the local conductance. In both cases, low-bias peaks
can be seen in line cuts [bottom panels in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)],
and remain near zero bias for over 100 mV plunger gate. A
strong, bias-independent increase in conductance is seen in
Fig. 4(c) at approximately Vp = −1.15 V, which is compatible with resonant transmission due to coupling through a
local state. The zero-bias peak does not split when it crosses
this feature, suggesting that it is not coupled to the local
state [18,39]. The gate dependence of the zero-bias peaks on
both sides is qualitatively similar, hinting that this particular
zero-bias peak could be due to a single extended mode. We
emphasize that, in the absence of an excitation gap, spatially
extended modes are not necessarily of a topological origin.
Further, we have established in previous work that in the presence of a dense, low-energy spectrum, statistically significant
correlations can occur even in the presence of a topologically
trivial excitation gap [28].

Based on these observations, which have been reproduced
in over 10 devices (see Appendix D for similar measurements
in a ∼2-μm-long device), we conclude that the emergence of
spatially extended states above a critical field, and a proliferation of zero-bias peaks, is a generic feature of our devices.
Theoretical studies of nonlocal conductance in our geometry
have shown that gapless high-field behavior can result from
disorder effects [26,29], which may explain the current observations. It is interesting to note that the field-effect mobility of
our SAG is comparable to the widely studied vertically grown
nanowires [16,18,33], so it is possible that a gapless regime
could exist in those systems as well.
In our previous work [27], where we studied the magneticfield dependence of short nanowires grown by chemical beam
epitaxy (CBE), we observed many sharp subgap states at low
field, and did not observe a nonlocal gap-closure signature
at high field. In addition, the inferred charge of low-energy
states did not have the magnetic field dependence expected
for Majorana zero modes [27,38]. We speculate that the CBEgrown SAG wires we studied in Ref. [27] are described by
a standard quasi-Majorana scenario where zero-bias peaks
emerge with a gapped bulk, in contrast to the current MBEgrown SAG wires where zero-bias peaks are associated with
a gapless, disordered bulk. Three-terminal studies of SAG
wires have thus revealed two operating regime in Majorana
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ments will play an important role in benchmarking candidate
systems for topological quantum computation.
Note added in proof. Recently, we became aware of related
work that measures zero-bias peaks on both ends of a hybrid
nanowire, but does not report the nonlocal conductance measurements [40].

(a)
B = 0.2 T
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(b)
B = 0.5 T

APPENDIX A: TUNNEL BARRIER SCANS

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the local conductances
gLL and gRR on the left and right tunnel barriers at a magnetic
field B = 0.7 T. The conductance data are normalized to the
high-bias values gNLL = gLL (220 μV) for every cutter gate
voltage. This is done to allow for comparison of the data in a
2
large range of conductance values. gNLL ranges from ∼1.2 eh to
2
pinch off in Fig. 7(a). gNRR ranges from ∼0.8 eh to pinch off in
Fig. 7(d). Local conductance on the left and right show many
resonances as function of tunnel gate [Figs. 7(a) and 7(d)].

(c)
B = 0.8 T

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 6. Local conductances gLL and gRR measured as a function
of bias voltage and plunger gate VP taken at B = 0.2 T for (a), B =
0.5 T for (b), and B = 0.8 T for (c). Data were taken simultaneously
with nonlocal measurements in Fig. 5.

wires: a quasi-Majorana regime with localized end states, and
a gapless regime with a disordered bulk. It is an interesting
topic for future work to determine if similar observations hold
in other systems that can be cleanly contacted with a third
lead, such as full-shell nanowires [15] or two-dimensional
electron gases [20].
We experimentally demonstrated that full conductancematrix measurements are capable of excluding two widely
considered scenarios in hybrid one-dimensional systems: localized zero-energy states emerging before the gap closes and
clean topological superconductivity. Localized zero-energy
states emerging before the gap closes is inconsistent with
our observation that apparently gapless nonlocal conductance
generically precedes the appearance of peaks in local conductance. Clean topological superconductivity is excluded by
the lack of end-to-end correlations and the absence of a gap
reopening signature. Based on comparison with the theoretical
literature [8,29], we have suggested that the gapless regime is
associated with a disordered bulk. Since the lack of an excitation gap prohibits any progress on the path to topological
quantum computation, we anticipate that nonlocal measure-

FIG. 7. Tunnel-barrier dependence of local conductance at
B = 0.7 T. (a) [(b)] Local conductance gLL (gRR ) normalized by
conductance at high bias gNLL (gNRR ) measured as a function of bias
voltage and left tunnel-barrier Vgl , while Vgr = −0.84 V. (c) [(d)]
gLL (gRR ) normalized by conductance at high bias gNLL (gNRR ) as a
function of bias and right tunnel barrier Vgr , while Vgl = − 0.696 V.
The blue markers indicate the tunnel-barrier values for the field and
plunger dependence presented in Fig. 4 in Sec. V, Vgl = −0.696 V
and Vgr = −0.84 V.
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FIG. 9. (a) Nonlocal conductance gLR taken from Vp = −1.25 V
in Fig. 5(a), and 10 times the voltage-divider correction factor
δgLR,div computed from Eq. (C5). (b) Corrected nonlocal conductance gLR computed from gLR = gLR + δgLR .

FIG. 8. Slope extraction from nonlocal conductance. The left
panels shows the gLR field scan introduced in Fig. 2(d) in Sec. III.
The center panels present how the nonlocal slope SLR was extracted
for three values of field: 0.2 T (gray), 0.41 T (blue), and 0.71 T
(green). The line cut of gLR is shown by a continuous colored line
for the respective fields. The first derivative of the line cut (SLR ) was
calculated by the Savitzky-Golay filter and is shown in black with
the zero-bias values evidenced by a magenta dot. For reference, the
value of the slope at zero bias was multiplied by the bias voltage
and displayed as a color dashed line for each line cut. The right
panel presents the slope SLR extracted at zero bias (magenta dot in
the center panel) for the entire field scan.

Zero-bias peaks appear frequently, and are typically present
for a few tens of millivolts of gate voltage. We note that the
local conductance on the side with constant gate voltage is
not affected [Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)] by the barrier change on
the other side. This observation is consistent with changing
local tunnel coupling to a robust topological phase in the
middle of the nanowire, but also with a purely local origin
of the zero-bias peaks (ZBPs), highlighting again the need for
a technique probing the bulk of the sample.

for voltage-divider effects, and validated them experimentally [41].
The goal is to translate the 2×2 conductance matrix
g(VL , VR ) [Eq. (1)], which depends on the voltages VL , VR
at the top of the cryostat, into a 2×2 conductance matrix

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

APPENDIX B: EXTRACTION OF S

Figure 8 shows how the slope of the nonlocal conductance
S was extracted. The first derivative for every line cut was
calculated by a Savitzky-Golay filter over a bias window of
±61 μV centered around zero bias.
APPENDIX C: VOLTAGE-DIVIDER EFFECTS

The impedance of measurement circuitry, in particular
due to the resistance of in-line filters, can cause spurious
contributions to conductance measurements. Although these
effects are relatively trivial in two-terminal devices, in the
three-terminal case the situation is more complicated. We have
found exact expressions to correct the conductance matrix

FIG. 10. Magnetic field dependence of the full conductance matrix for a 2-μm-long device. Local conductances (a) gLL and (b) gRR
measured as a function of bias voltage and magnetic field B, with
line cuts at B = 0 and 0.48 T shown in the bottom panels. Nonlocal
conductances (c) gRL and (d) gLR with nonlocal conductance slope S
shown in right panel. S was numerically computed using the same
procedure as detailed in Appendix B. For comparison, SLR from
(c) (orange) is overlaid in (d).
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g (UL , UR ) which depends on the true voltages at the terminals
of the device at the bottom of the cryostat. Reference [41]
shows that this can be accomplished with the matrix transformation
g (UL , UR ) = g(VL , VR )[I2 − Zg(VL , VR )]−1 ,

where in the last line we have introduced the voltage-divider
correction matrix δg = gZg.
To explicitly test the importance of the voltage-divider
correction, we consider an off-diagonal entry
δgLR = gLR (2gLL + 2gRR + gLR )Z + gLL gRR Z,

(C1)

where I2 is the 2×2 identity and Z is a matrix encoding the
line impedances of the devices. For the special case where all
three device terminals have the same line impedance Z (as is
applicable here), Z reads as


2Z
Z
Z=
.
(C2)
Z
2Z

(C5)

with Z = 1.83 k set from the line resistance of the cryostat.
As shown in Fig. 9, the voltage-divider correction is δgLR is
more than an order of magnitude smaller than the measured
data, and applying the correction makes no qualitative change.
APPENDIX D: EXAMPLE DATA FROM A SECOND DEVICE

(C4)

Figure 10 shows data from a 2-μm-long three-terminal device. The main features of the data are qualitatively similar to
the data shown in the main text for the 1-μm device, namely,
the emergence of a robust, low-energy nonlocal conductance
above a critical field, as seen from the nonlocal conductance.
This particular device exhibited many subgap states at zero
field, including the occurrence of ZBPs in both gLL and gRR .
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